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Introduction 

�Difficulties for SMEs to get loans:

�Opaque borrowers

�Asymmetries of information

�Credit rationing worsen by the financial crisis

�Especially true when:

�The financing institution is large since:
�Not able to collect soft information

�Requires higher collateral and/or charge high interest rate

�The banking industry is suffering for a crisis



Financial Intermediation: some theoretical 

issues

� Liquidity supplied by CBs especially to small, local firms

thanks to 

�Reduction of asymmetries of information 

�Proximity

�Ownership structure

�Balanced size relationship between lender and 

borrower

�Bank is local and small: knows in details the firm and the 

market in which firms work.

�Firm is small and local: deepens the reciprocal knowledge and 

increases the trust



Research questions

�Where do CBs loans to enterprises go?

�Which are the characteristics of the SMEs finance by CBs? 

�Are CBs equally supporting all type of SMEs or is there 

some biasness (e.g. size, industries…)?



Italian CBs’ privileged customer

� SMEs are considered target customers for CBs

�Market share of Italian CBs: 8%

�Market share with SMEs 20%          privileged customer

� Composition of the lending market for CBs

�Largest shares of the total lending to:

�Manufacture and real estate (21 % each)

�Construction (19%) privileged customer

�Other type of services (30 %)



Data

� A representative sample of 25.090 Italian SMEs
� Manufacturing industry

� Services production industry

� Stratification according to
� Italian administrative Regions (20) 

� Size of the firm (defined by the number of employees) 

� Question analysed: 
� From which type of banks the firm receives loans? 

� Not answered rate =36.5 % 



Which firms get loans from CBs?
� CBs finance more than 110.000 firms

� Market share of 7.3 % in the manufacturing                   lower than the overall market share (8%)

But…

� 3 points less than Intesa San Paolo

� Market share by type of firms:
� Around 8 % with almost all typologies of SMEs

� Only the 4.9 % among listed firms

� The 88.2 per cent of firms granted by CBs, declares that the CB is their only bank
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Likelihood of having a CB as firm’s bank

� It is increased if:

� The firm is a cooperative

� It has done some form of investments

� It is a small firm (until 9 employees)

� It is highly indebt (however, not above 100%) 

Likelihood of having a CB as the only

firm’s bank
� It is increased if:

� It has done some form of investments

� The firm is affected by credit crunch

� It has some business abroad

� It has an increase in the balanced during the period 2008-2010

� It is a SMEs (until 50 employees)



Which firms get loans from CBs?
Structural characteristics

�By size (i.e. number of employees)

�Largest portion of firms financed by CBs are the firms with a number of employees lower than 5 

(76.7 %)

�Larger size results in a reduction of CBs’ market share  (0.7 % of firms with more than workers 250 
granted)

�However:

�CBs have their larger market share among firms that have reduced their employees  by 5 to 15% from  
2008 to 2010 (11.3%) 

�CBs have a market share of 7.5 % among firms that forecast to reduce by more than 15% their 
employees in 2011-2012



Whichfirms get loans from CBs?
Indebtedness & Investment

� Indebtedness:
� 50 % of the firms financed by CBs are not indebted 

� It translates into a market share of 8.6 % with firms without 
indebtedness 

� 19.8 % is indebted by less than 20%

� 19.2 % is indebted in between 50 and 70 %

� CBs finance the 6.7 % of firms that suffer from credit 
rationing

� Investment:
� Less than one quarter of the firms has invested in 2008-

2010.

� CBs finance the 9.8 % of firms without planned investments 
in 2011-2012

� CBs lend to firms that are investing in:
� Machineries (68.6 per cent)

� Real estates (23.7 vs 9% of firms financed by other banks) 

� Software, websites and other services (23)



Which firms get loans from CBs
SMEs Performance

�Turnover dynamic from 2008 to 2010
�CBs lend money to the 11.7% of firms that have seen a 

reduction of their turnover by more than 15%

�CBs are less important for firms that forecast an increase 
of the turnover by more than 15% in the period 2011-
2012

�Trade with foreigner countries: 
�CBs finance almost the 6% of firms with more 75% of 

their business abroad 

�2.3% of the firms that work only outside Italy



Which firms get loans from CBs
Innovation and R&S propensity

� Innovation:
� The market share of CBs is larger with firms that have not introduced managerial, 

organizational or commercial innovations in the period 2008-2010

� Equal support to firms which have or not introduced product innovations in 2008-2010 

(more than 7%)

� Lower support to firms that have introduced fundamental process innovation 

(share of 5.6 % vs a 7.4 with firms that have not innovated)

� More important role with firms that have started secondary process innovations 

(market share of 9.5 %)

� R&D 
� CBs privilege firms that have done R&D activities in the period 2008-2010 

(market share of 11.7 %, 3 points more than with firms that have not done R&D)

� CBs financed more firms that have substantially reduced their R&D expenditure in the 
period between 2008 and 2010 

(market share of 34.2 %)

� Market share of CBs with firms that 
� Have increased their R&D in the period 2008-2010 = 23.7 % 

� Hold stable R&D activity = 11 % 

� Will drastically reduce R&D in 2011 and 2012 = 9.6%



Conclusions

� In the traditional view, CBs are the financial partners mainly of small firms, 
nor very dynamic with a local business focus
� Different picture from data analysed here:

� CBs are able to sustain also large firms, broader business oriented enterprises, firms that 
have introduced secondary process innovations, that are involved in R&D and that intend 
to increase their R&D in the next period

� CBs financed lower dynamic firms as much as other banks also do, and are less able to 
capture firms that have introduced fundamental process innovation

� The incidence of CBs in the case of small firms is lower than 20 % (industry bias)

� CBs have played an important role during the financial turmoil started in 
2007

� CBs seem to remain supporters especially for poor performing firms

� CBs should become more promoters of local development by investing in 
more innovative and dynamic firms. 


